NEWSLETTER – November 2020
This year has been very different to any other for most of us……...
COVID-19 had a lot of us locked up in our homes with no interaction with the rest of the world, except
through social media.
Everyone at Motswiri Lodge missed interacting with guests and are so happy to have people coming to
the Lodge again.
These are just a few of the interesting things that happened in the past few months…….
All the staff returned to the lodge middle of August to get everything ready for our new guests – keeping to
the strict Lockdown rules set out by the Government.
It felt strange welcoming guests with our masks on and not being able to greet guests with a handshake,
but the staff have perfected their heart-warming welcome and have been able to talk to our guests about
their own experiences during these strange times.

As for our Field Guides, well see for yourself……...
It's an exciting time out in the Madikwe bush after lockdown.
We returned to a female cheetah with 4 tiny cubs. What a miracle! We were all on the edges of our seats
to see these cubs survive, as there's quite a few predators around that pose as a threat to these little
ones. We can, however, report that they are surviving and following in their mother’s footsteps to add to
the few cheetahs that Madikwe has to offer.

The oh-so-elusive leopard has been living up to its name.
They are incredibly hard to spot as they are masters of
disguise, however, lady luck struck down on us and we
found a young male in a Peltophorum Africanum tree,
also known as a "Weeping Wattle" tree.
This young man was found relaxing life away with an
incredible view of the bush, scouting for his next prey. But
of course, that was short lived as he popped back in to
the thick of the bush, not to be seen again!
Well, not yet anyway...
Until we meet again young prince!

Kama-kama-kama-kama-chameleon…...
With our first rain fall that we have been blessed with this season, the
chameleons have come out to play!
These smaller reptiles have excellent
camouflaging skills and are hard to spot as they
are as bottle green as a leaf.
On the way back to the lodge from the evening
game drive, we usually shine our spotlight in trees
to see if we can catch any eye reflections of what
may be lurking in the bush.
Close to home…. about to give up, Stewart saw a small silhouette between
the leaves (as chameleons don't have an eye reflection, this is a good
indication of spotting them).
Upon close inspection, we found Mr Chameleon.
Interesting fact, they catch their prey with their long curled up tongues that
shoots out like a whip to grab on to any flying insect that could fill its appetite. They have 2 prominent
claws that have quite the grip as they climb the flimsiest of twigs and branches.

Lockdown in South Africa happened during our Winter season and even though the bush was dry and
bleak, the animals still provided us with amazing photo opportunities.

Just to mention where some photos taken during Lockdown, came from: “Each Lodge in Madikwe Game
Reserve had only 2 or 3 staff members that stayed behind to look after the lodges during Lockdown and
these staff were asked to help the Park Rangers with weekly patrols of the Reserve in effort to protect our
wildlife – especially our Rhino’s”.
So, naturally, Zede and his family were privileged to experience these great photo opportunities.

As the Lodge opened and we went into Spring (and now Summer), the bush went through an amazing
transformation after the fair amount of rains we received - earlier than previous years I might add ……

Flowers appeared everywhere,
some fluffy and edible while
others are bright and very
poisonous, some blooming only
for one day while others hang
around for a few weeks.

Trees turned green and the ground seemed to be covered with a blanket of green grass and small
shrubbery.
The animals seem to eat the leaves almost as soon as they appear on the branches.

Our guides have been fortunate to find the Big Five on game drives in the past few months.
Buffalo herds with small calves crossing a road, Elephants going for a swim in the dam or Lions showing
us all who is King (or Queen….) of this Reserve.

Due to poaching, we are not going to post photos of the Rhinos, but they
have provided our guests with great sightings (and entertainment - when
they suddenly appeared at the Sundowner spot where our guests were
relaxing while watching the sunset…...)
As we mentioned above, Leopards are illusive and sometimes you just
can’t get them to pose for a picture.

But our guests were also privileged to see some” rarely-seen” animals like the Aardwolf.
These animals feast on insects like termites, etc. and are not often seen during the day.

Other animals of intereset like Ground Squirels, Klipspringers, Rock Monitors and even an Impala female
with horns……..(now that is something you just don’t see as the females do not have horns) were also on
the Game Drive lists recently.

With all the rains we have had, our Lodge waterhole is not as busy as it is in the dry season but we have
had some animals popping in for a drink.

Even some birds have returned from their “Summer Vacation” elsewhere in the world to start a new family
here during our Summer months.
Weavers have made nests by the pool, Swallows have an abundance of mud to repair their nests from
previous years and Cuckoos are calling for their mates.
Local birds have made the pool their drinking spot while others brave the Elephants at the waterhole.
Even a Common Quail female decide she wanted dinner with our guests in the Main building one night.
(we caught her and released her outside again)

As the Lodge was empty during the Lockdown, we put a camera trap on the camp-fencline to see what
animals walked past the Lodge.
We were very surprised to see the variety of animals and birds that visit Motswiri. (you should be able to
see the fence in most of the photos)

Most of us expect animals to come to the waterhole, but sometimes they just feel like staying on the
outskirts of the lodge or are simply passing through on their way to greener pastures.

Our chefs have been creative in the Kitchen and presented our guests with scrumptious new dishes.

With this, we want to invite you all for a lovely stay at Motswiri Lodge.
We adhere to strict COVID-19 rules while still going out of our way to give you the best possible vacation
during these trying times.

Come stay in our tranquil piece of Madikwe Game Reserve and experience all that it has to offer while
being spoiled at the lodge with delicious food, good wine and friendly staff.

Warm bush greetings
The Motswiri Team

